
the 2009 Callaway Corvette Option  

 

  
Callaway Corvette Specifications 
Callaway Corvette Build and Price 

A Powerfully Engineered Automobile...20 years in the building. 

  
� The Callaway Corvette is a specialist version of the C6 Corvette, built by Callaway Cars Inc. and sold through 

selected Callaway/Chevrolet Retailers  

� They are professionally engineered, seriously fast and an unbeatable value. They are also fully warranted 
and emission compliant in all states.  

� New cars may be ordered through, and are serviced by, trained and authorized Callaway Corvette Retailers 
nationwide.  

� Super high performance is now available in either platform: Convertible or Coupe. 6 speed manual or 6 
speed paddle-shift automatic transmission.  

� Thinking of a Z06 or ZR1?  Consider a test drive in the Callaway Corvette at your Callaway Retailer:  

� The performance of the Callaway Corvette is within two tenths of the ZR1 in the quarter mile and costs 
substantially less.   

� The Callaway Corvette is approximately the same price as a Z06. However, it is faster and more exclusive.  

� The Callaway Corvette is available as an automatic and a convertible.  

� For those seeking an even more exclusive automobile, see the Callaway C16.  Versions of the C16 start at 
650 hp and range to 700 bhp.  

� The Callaway Corvette is here now. Call the Callaway Headquarters, 860 434 9002 in Connecticut or 951 
279 0400 in California. Speak to a Callaway Corvette specialist.  
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The 2009 Callaway Corvette Package

  
STANDARD EQUIPMENT INCLUDES:  

� 580 bhp* 510 lb-ft torque for 2009 6.2 liter LS3  

� Supercharged with Eaton/Magnuson Roots-style supercharger, with polished housing  

� Air/liquid intercooler integral to intake manifold (44" Hg manifold pressure, absolute, or 7 psi gauge)  

� Optimized fuel system with 53 lb/hr high flow injectors  

� Callaway body color injector covers  

� Callaway Double-D exhaust system  

� Callaway Honker High Flow Inlet System  

� Callaway C16 hood, painted to match with accenting power bulge and 'Supercharged' insignias  

� Callaway side and rear badging  

� Callaway threshold panels  

� Callaway-embroidered floor mats  

� Authenticity Documentation, including dash plaque with engraved Vehicle Identification Number  

*SAE test method 
 (2005-2007 6.0 liter LS2 produces 560 bhp) 
 

The Callaway Corvette is powered by GM's remarkable 6.2L LS3 engine, enhanced by Callaway's Eaton/Magna Charger 
supercharger system. The Roots-type supercharger provides substantial power increase over the stock Corvette's 430 bhp, while 
supercharger internals manufactured by Eaton, the world's leading OEM supercharger supplier, ensure bulletproof reliability. 
Callaway's electronic engine management calibration provides perfect street manners, eliminating engine-damaging detonation and 
maintaining excellent fuel economy and 50-state emission compliance (CARB E.O. D-488-14). Magnuson's unique intercooler 
design, built into the intake manifold base (patent pending), lowers charge air temperature up to 100F to increase power. During 
low-load cruising conditions, the supercharger's internal bypass allows the rotors to spin freely, reducing parasitic drag to less than 
one-third of one horsepower. 

101.69.0012  CALLAWAY CORVETTE PACKAGE, 2009  
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Polished CS2000 Supercharger Standard for 2009  

 
  

� The Callaway packages represent 20 years of selecting, developing and manufacturing a highly specialized set of 
components for Corvette platforms.  

� Callaway was hired by GM starting in 1985 to produce the Callaway Twin Turbo Corvette, Regular Production 
Option B2K. 500 cars were produced    

� We have come to appreciate what works, what doesn't; what's a liability down the road, and what gives lasting 
satisfaction.   

� That knowledge is condensed into a series of coordinated modifications, manufactured to precise specifications, 
and offered to the enthusiast in packages that treat the automobile as a well-tuned, systems-engineered entity.  

� That is how we make Powerfully Engineered Automobiles.  

� Below are listed Option Packages for the Callaway Corvette.  

  

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT: 

  Callaway Le Mans Brake Package 

Callaway 6-piston front and 4-piston rear calipers with 355 x 32 mm rotors, front & rear (for OEM RPO QG7& Q9V wheels)  
Callaway 6-piston front and 4-piston rear calipers with 380 x 32 mm rotors, front, and 355 x 32 mm, rear (for Callaway C-Mg 
Wheels)  

Extreme performance needs extreme braking ability.  In keeping with enviable acceleration and top speed,  braking ability is 
massively enhanced with the same package that the Callaway cars use at Le Mans, Spa, Monza, Silverstone, and Brno.  Only the 
brake pad material spec differs for road use. 
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130.60.6902 CALLAWAY LE MANS BRAKE PACKAGE, with 355 x 32 mm rotors, front & rear (for OEM RPO QG7& Q9V wheels) 
130.60.6941 CALLAWAY LE MANS BRAKE PACKAGE, with 380 x 32 mm rotors, front, and 355 x 32 mm rear (for Callaway C-Mg 
Wheels)  
A 
 

Callaway/Eibach Multi-Pro Suspension Package

  
Callaway/Eibach Multi-Pro coil-over suspension with double adjustable machined aluminum dampers, external reservoirs with 10-
position compression and rebound control; companion helper and tender springs supplementing composite leaf springs; front and 
rear Callaway anti-roll bars, tubular steel. 

Callaway and Eibach have jointly developed the ultimate suspension upgrade for the C5/C6 platform.  Our objective was as follows: 
Give the driver a tool to transform the ride of the automobile to his/her taste.  The elements that are now adjustable with the 
Callaway/Eibach system are: ride height, pitch attitude, cross-weighting of the entire car, and damping rate in both rebound and 
compression.  With this adjustability we look to satisfy the driver who will tailor his ride and handling to their local conditions whether 
that be road or track, high speed or around town, autocross or cross country. We have good starting point suggestions for each of 
those uses. Once in place, you are encouraged to experiment. (components shown without swaybars and links, which are included)  

 

  

120.60.6310 CALLAWAY/EIBACH MULTI-PRO SUSPENSION PACKAGE - FOR OEM BASE SUSP.  
120.60.6311 CALLAWAY/EIBACH MULTI-PRO SUSPENSION PACKAGE - FOR OEM Z51 SUSP.  
120.60.6312 CALLAWAY/EIBACH MULTI-PRO SUSPENSION PACKAGE - FOR OEM Z06 SUSP.  
120.60.6313 CALLAWAY/EIBACH MULTI-PRO SUSPENSION PACKAGE - FOR OEM F55 SUSP.  
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Wheel & Tire Packages 

  
19/20 Callaway/Dymag C-Mg Wheels 
Front: 19" x 9.5"  Callaway/Dymag forged magnesium spider w/carbon fiber rims, with 285/30ZR19 Michelin PS2 tires 
Rear: 20" x 11.0"  Callaway/Dymag forged magnesium spider w/carbon fiber rims, 305/25ZR20 Michelin PS2 tires  

  

 

The Dymag CarbonMag Wheels are a remarkable piece of technology. A full carbon fiber rim joined mechanically to a forged 
magnesium spider makes this combination the lightest road wheels available. e.g. 20" diameter x 11" wide weighs 18.6 lbs.  This 
unsprung weight is approximately 60% of the equivalent aluminum wheel. Accommodates tire pressure warning system transmitter . 

  
140.60.7551 CALLAWAY/DYMAG 19/20 WHEEL/ TIRE PACKAGE 
A 
 

Short-Throw Shifter 

a  

  

Rugged. Precise. 30% less throw. Feels so solid, 
it upgrades the impression of the entire 
automobile.  However, higher shift effort and a 
small learning curve are required. 

  
112.68.6001 CALLAWAY SHORT-THROW SHIFTER 
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Callaway Sport Seats 

Single shell sport seats for road use  
Choice of matching interior leather, with Alcantara accents  
4 way, power adjustable, blind embossed leather  
Prepared for single safetybelt use  

  

 

160.60.8850 SPORTSEATS PACKAGE 
A 

 

Authenticity Documentation

a  

 
a 
Every Callaway Corvette comes with a Certificate of Authenticity which documents the VIN, 
original owner, dealer name and address, interior and exterior colors, delivery date, odometer 
mileage, and Callaway optional equipment. We maintain a database with information on every 
Callaway Corvette, just as we still keep records current for all other Callaway Corvettes, 
Camaros and Impalas built since 1987. 
a 

Contact

 

CORONA CALIFORNIA 951.279.0400  /  OLD LYME CONNECTICUT 860.434.9002  /  LEINGARTEN GERMANY +49 
7131 9031-0  

08/27/08 
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